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Figure 1: Comparing co-presence in tele-conferencing with a virtual human: in a virtual environment (left)
and, in an augmented environment (right).

Abstract

1 Introduction

With continued technology innovation, the traditional 2D video
based tele-conferencing and collaborative systems are evolving
into ones that are immersive, 3D, more interactive and even
augmented in real environment. One important quality of a telecollaboration system is the sense of co-presence as felt by the
participating users. Virtual and augmented reality based
implementations and media presentation will have different
ramification toward the sense of co-presence and effectiveness of
the communication. In this paper, we propose to carry out a
preliminary study comparing various mixed reality based 3D
collaborative media in two dimensions: (1) the form of the
background (real vs. virtual) and (2) the form of user (photorealistically reconstructed vs. pre-built 3D avatar). The traditional
video based system is also compared as a reference for which both
the background and user is represented in real but in 2D flat
screen. We present the experimental design and report the results.

Tele-conference systems (mostly in the form of 2D networked
live/streamed videos) are widely used for communication among
two or more participants [Firestone et al. 2007]. While it is a huge
improvement over the non-visual voice based communication,
video-based tele-conference systems still fall short of realizing
“tangible” multi-party meetings offering only flat 2D upper body
imageries, a fixed viewpoint, inconsistent gaze direction, and the
restricted movement in the meeting room [Jo et al. 2014].
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On the other hand, virtual reality (VR) based tele-conference, in
which remote participants seem “teleported” as avatars, can bring
about a higher sense of co-presence and share virtual space
(“being there”), and thereby a more realistic communication
experience [Gross et al. 2003; Beck el al. 2013]. Augmented
reality (AR) based method adds on to such an improvement by
sharing the “real” local user space, supporting the sense of other
participants of “being here” [Pejsa et al. 2016; Maimone et al.
2013; Ranieri et al. 2016]. Such an AR based method was found
to have positive effects on the power of persuasion, which is one
measure for evaluating tele-conference systems [Jo et al. 2015].
Despite these expected merits, the communication effectiveness
will depend on and vary according to the fidelities of the
represented user and background (shared space) [Garau et al.
2003].
In this paper, we propose to carry out a preliminary study
comparing VR and AR based 3D collaborative media in two
dimensions of component representation fidelity: (1) the form of
the background (real vs. virtual) and (2) the form of user
(reconstructed vs. pre-built 3D avatar). By such a comparison, the
study really compares various forms of mixed reality in terms of
its functional and affective effects to the task of collaborative teleconferencing. The traditional video based system is also compared
as reference for which both the background and user is
represented in real but in 2D flat screen. Then, we present the
experimental design and report the partial results.

2 Related Works
To put our work into a proper context, we review mainly three

areas of related literatures: (1) previous implementations of
VR/AR/MR based tele-conference, social or collaborative systems,
(2) approaches to virtual character creation and representation and
varying effects toward social interaction, and (3) methods and
results of evaluating co-presence in tele-conference situations.
VR/AR/MR Tele-conference Networked multi-user VR and AR
technologies are increasingly being applied to the tele-conference
systems that can situate the participants in remote shared spaces,
virtual or real [Jo et al. 2014]. Just to cite few notables, Beck et al.
presented a remote meeting system with the two communicating
parties visualized in life-sizes in a virtual environment and
investigated various interaction scenarios [Beck et al. 2013].
Many different form of VR/AR displays have been tested as for
their effectiveness, such as the kinetic multiple mirror displays
controlled by the remote user’s head motions [Otsuka 2016], a
life-size transparent 3D display [Ranieri et al. 2016], an optical
see-through head-worn display [Maimone et al. 2013], a video
see-through head-mounted display [Jo et al. 2015], digital
projectors to offer the image (e.g. the captured person in the
remote) [Pejsa et al. 2016], and an auto-stereoscopic 3D display
[Jones et al. 2009]. While most of these implementations have
looked into the basic system development and how particular
component technologies (e.g. display type/size, immersive,
projective) might affect co-presence and communication
efficiency, our paper will focus on the qualitative form of the user
and scene (background) representation, which roughly will also
categorize the genre of the given medium (VR, AR, augmented
VR (AVR), effectively real, see Section 3).
Virtual human for social interaction Virtual humans have been
used as the teleported avatars in tele-conference and collaborative
systems [Maimone and Fuchs 2011]. Raij et al. has found that
users did not find interacting with the virtual humans to be much
different from interacting with real humans at least with respect to
information transfer [Raij et al. 2007]. Researchers have been
striving to also equalize the sense of co-presence and the aspect of
affect (aside from just exchanging information effectively) e.g. by
adding physicality such as props [Chuah et al. 2012] and selfbody representation [Steed et al. 2016] and using minimally
realistic reconstructed avatars both visually [Robb et al. 2015] and
behaviorally [Guadagno et al. 2007]. Shapiro et al. developed a
rapid virtual human capture system that mixed the reconstructed
3D model mesh with texture blending using a depth camera
[Shapiro et al. 2014]. Feng et al. introduced an auto-rigging
method for adapting avatar motion to body scanned virtual
characters [Feng et al. 2015]. In particular, one very important
behavior in multi-user communication is that of the mutual gaze
(or head direction) and body gestures [Robb et al. 2016]. Hart and
Proctor investigated the features of the conversational virtual
human and its effects [Hart and Proctor 2016]. In our experiment,
the avatars (photo-realistically reconstructed or avatar) both
employ a basic gaze behavior.
Co-presence evaluation for tele-conference The most prevalent
method in assessing presence or co-presence has been the use of
surveys and questionnaires [Bailenson et al. 2003; Slater 1999;
Witmer and Singer 1998]. Physiological signals (e.g. heart rate,
skin conductance) have been suggested [Meehan et al. 2003] by
only for singular presence. Presence (and co-presence) studies are
concerned about various elements that might singularly or
collectively promote (or demote) the sense of presence. Many
such presence elements have been identified [Cho et al. 2003] and
in particular, Garau at al. looked at the affective effects of virtual

human appearance and media type (e.g. 2D or 3D environments)
[Garau et al. 2003]. As co-presence and even communicative
performance are believed to be connected to the user emotion,
such qualities are increasingly being assessed under various
conditions, e.g. by the form of the avatar (virtual human or
unaugmented one) [Robb et al. 2013], by the avatar visualization
type (realistic, cartoon like, and sketch like) [Volante et al. 2016],
the level of behavior fidelity [Kim and Welch 2015], and the
display type (stereoscopy and display size) [Camporesi and
Kallmann 2016].
However, in all of these previous studies, no comprehensive work
has been done in assessing the potential difference between VR
and AR multi-user communication system as related to copresence in terms of the combination of avatar and background
representation forms.

3 Experimental Design
Table 1 illustrates the main factors (and levels) in the
experimental designs for assessing the level of co-presence in the
MR based tele-conference. Each factor (especially factors 1 and 2)
is mixed and matched making each treatment represent a
particular form of mixed reality (e.g. AR1, AR2, VR, and AVR).
All the treatments use an MR based 3D tele-conference system
that can be configured in terms of different forms of full sized
avatars and scene backdrop (see Figure 2). For all the four cases, a
head mounted display (HMD) is used and the video see-through
(VST HMD) for AR1 and AR2.
Table 1: The main factors (backdrop type and avatar type) for the
experimental design assessing co-presence in various MR based
tele-conference environment.
Backdrop Type
Avatar Type
2D video
(Reference)
Pre-built
3D Model
Near-real Reconstructed
3D Model

Real
Environment
Conventional Video
based (Monitor)

Virtual
Environment

AR 1 (VST HMD)

VR (HMD)

AR 2 (VST HMD)

AVR (HMD)

-

Figure 2: The experimental MR based 3D teleconference system
implemented using an HMD (attached with a dual camera) and
video see-through (for AR1 and AR2) to accommodate various
types of properly scaled life-sized avatars and backdrops.
We regard the “near-real reconstructed 3D model” in AR2 to
represent a pseudo-real character as compared to the “pre-built 3D
model.” The difference is the latter has no visual resemblance
(except few basic features like skin color, wearing of a glass,
approximate size) to the actual tele-conference counterpart
participant, whereas the former is a 3D model of the same
reconstructed as realistically as possible. The current experimental
platform (e.g. avatar and background) is implemented using

Unity3D and runs on a 64-bit MS Window 8. The “near-real”
avatar (used for AR2 and AVR condition) was reconstructed
using the full-body scanning technology (http://www.3dplus.cn/)
in the offline process (see Figure 3).

4 Expected Results and Discussion
We put forth two hypotheses that (1) AR1 and AR2 with real
background (vs. VR and AVR) will exhibit a higher sense of copresence and it will in turn contribute to an enhanced information
transfer and understandability, and (2) between AR1 and AR2 or
between VR and AVR, no significant differences in co-presence
or task performance will be found. The former is expected as such
as the communication occurs in the very same physical space and
as for the latter, as already demonstrated in several related
research [Ranieri el al. 2016] (that is “being here” is stronger than
“being there”), with minimum facial and bodily features, the
behavioral cues, such as gaze and gestures, play a more
significant role in sensing co-presence and communicating
effectively than the visual details.

Table 2 shows the possible experimental tasks, and both
subjective and quantitative methods for measuring the level of copresence. The experimental task, aside from just experiencing the
tele-conference and interacting with a counterpart participant
(from which the sense of co-presence could be induced and
measured at the basic level), was designed to appraise the degree
of information convey. Simple scripted (and not completely openended and not known to the subject) inquisitive conversations in a
job interview, self-introduction, and role-based negotiation setting
are exchanged. Later the subject would be questioned about the
content of the conversation and one’s understanding evaluated.
Table 2: Possible experimental tasks and dependent variables
(responses to the subjective presence survey and physiological
signal differences).
Experimental
tasks
Measuring
methods

Job interviews
Passive discussion
Questionnaire
(Co-presence, and
Emotion
response)

Negotiation
Self(Roledisclosure
playing)
Active discussion
Physiological tests
(Skin conductance, heart
rate, skin temperature,
EMG, and/or EEG)

5 Conclusion
Figure 3: The actual user (left) represented in two forms, simple
pre-built 3D avatar (center) with just the basic corresponding
features and near-realistic reconstructed one (right).
To assess co-presence and measure how much the teleported
participant are felt to be “here” in the same location (as one
indicator of MR tele-conference effectiveness), we conducted a
simple informal test by showing imageries from the four different
MR based tele-conference visualizations (see Figure 4), and asked
of the expected level of co-presence (answered in 7 point Likert
scale). Five subjects with the mean age of 38.2 years participated
in the experiment. Results concurred with our first hypotheses in
that significant differences in score were found among AR1/AR2
(average of 6.2), VR/AVR (4.4), and 2D (3.6). The second
hypothesis was also supported with not much score difference
between VR (4.3) and AVR (4.5) and between AR1 (6.1) and
AR2 (6.3). Our plan is to conduct a formal controlled experiment
as described in Table 2 and report the final results. Because
realistic reconstruction of full sized human user - for AR2 - is
costly and inconvenient, our expectation is that AR1 would be
both the most effective (that showed the similar score with AR2)
and economic form for future tele-conference or tele-collaboration
systems.

In this paper, we proposed to carry out a preliminary study of the
effectiveness of mixed reality based 3D collaborative systems in
two dimensions: (1) the form of the background (real vs. virtual)
and (2) the form of user (photo-realistically reconstructed vs. prebuilt 3D avatar). We also hope to demonstrate advantages of 3D
and mixed reality over the conventional 2D video based teleconference. We hypothesize that using real local background
scene and behaviorally faithful avatars will be the most effective
way as tentatively confirmed by the informal pre-survey.
Therefore, in the future, the formal full blown experiment will be
carried out.
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